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DRAFT  SPOKES RESPONSE, JUNE 2022

Quiet Route 10 Improvements:
Leith Links provide the route of Quiet Route 10 from Portobello to the east end of the NEPN / 
Water of Leith Path (NCR 75 / Quiet Route 11) and is a popular commuter and leisure cycle route 
already. We are aware that this popularity means there are some areas of conflict (outside of St 
Mary's RC Primary School) where barriers have been installed and reinforced grass have been 
added in mitigation. Spokes would welcome an enhanced redesign of this pinch point to provide 
safe walking and cycling, encouraging active travel to and from the school and other park path 
users.
Spokes would welcome improvements to cycling provision along Links Place to/from Queen 
Charlotte Street. The current cycle route on the southern side of Links Place poorly connects back 
onto the road for those headed west to Links Place. The creation of the Links Place Community 
Activity Park’ could be the catalyst to redesign Links Place adjacent. Removing and repositioning 
car parking on this street would have many benefits.
There are some similarities between Leith Links to The Meadows which over decades has 
developed into a hub of safe cycle spaces encouraging development of safe routes to / from it. 

Leith Connections 'Phase 3' Proposals:
We are aware of the proposals for segregated cycle infrastructure along Salamander Street which 
should provide an alternative safe and convenient route for many east / west cycle journeys. 
However, Leith Links and the adjacent roads will need to become safe routes to/from Salamander 
Street. As Spokes cannot guarantee that this will be constructed in the near future, therefore 
Spokes would seek improvements to the existing paths and crossings in Leith Links as soon as 
possible.

Links Gardens:
Spokes is disappointed that there is no mention of the partial closure / modal filtering of Links 
Gardens between the 2 main areas of the park as was implemented during Spaces for People in 
the Covid 19 pandemic. The closure was removed to ease motor traffic congestion associated with 
tram works. As the tram works draw to a conclusion, Spokes would hope this modal filter was 
reinstated as an ETRO prior to the masterplan being implemented.
The space on Links Gardens could be 'greened' or used as a new space for activities and an 
active travel link from Restalrig to Quiet Route 10.
Another benefit of a modal filter on Links Gardens would be to reduce through traffic on this and 
surrounding roads, meaning on road cycling should be safer. Thus helping achieve 20 minute 
neighbourhood goals. This would also benefit from the Leith LTN proposals.
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Link to Foot of Leith Walk Tram stop:
Leith Links connects Quiet Route 10 to the Foot of Leith Walk and the tram stop being constructed 
there. Many of those who live in the housing to the north of Leith Links will traverse the park to 
connect to the tram and buses around the Foot of the Walk. Safe cycle parking / cycle hire docks 
should be provided in proximity of the tram stop, the housing and park The crossing of Duncan 
Place should be continuous with priority for pedestrians and cycles in order to enforce road speeds 
in what is a 20mph zone and the sustainable transport hierarchy.

Cycle Parking:
Spokes welcomes increased cycle parking across the park at both old and new features. Spokes 
would like to state these should generally be of 'Sheffield' type allowing for multiple types of cycle 
incl. non-standard cycles like cargo bikes. Edinburgh Street Design Guidance should be followed for 
this.
With eBikes becoming increasingly popular, charging facilities should be provided to assist those 
who need electricity. This could be beside a cafe or other refreshment point like a water fountain.
As noted earlier there needs to be parking provision for a future public Cycle Hire Scheme by 
Transport for Edinburgh. Ideally this would be on road and taking away car parking spaces not 
green space.

Vendor / Trader Points:
Spokes would like to suggest all points where vendors are allowed have electric points to minimise 
airborne pollution and CO2 emissions.


